The functional diversity of kinases enables specificity in cellular signal transduction. Yet general 25 rules for how the kinase domain allows the more than 500 members of the human kinome to 26 57 58 Here, we sought to uncover the functional architecture of the kinase domain. To this end, we 59 developed a computational approach, termed comparative coupling analysis (CCA), to define 60 groups of co-evolving functional residues (protein sectors) in the kinase domain, both at the 61 whole-kinome level and within well-defined kinase subgroups. CCA predicted the existence of 62 4 three quasi-independent sectors that encode distinct functions: catalysis, substrate specificity 63 and regulation, which we validated via mutational analysis coupled to quantitative live cell 64 measurements. We find that the three sectors display a hierarchy of conservation that 65 corresponds to the functional plasticity that each sector demands. The most conserved sector 66 encodes the fundamental catalytic function required by all kinases, while the sectors that 67 encode substrate recognition and regulatory inputs show progressively less conservation and 68 more subfamily specificity. The sectors are exploited both by cancer mutations and allosteric 69 kinase inhibitors, thus underscoring their functional relevance. Our results indicate a hierarchical 70 organization of the kinase domain by which substrate recognition and regulatory inputs can be 71 readily altered over evolution and tuned by mutations and inhibitors. 72 73 RESULTS 74 Three groups of co-evolving residues constitute distinct sectors within the kinase 75 domain 76
receive specific regulatory inputs and convey information to appropriate substrates -all while 27 using the common signaling currency of phosphorylation -remain enigmatic. Here, using co-28 evolution analysis and quantitative live-cell assays, we reveal a deep hierarchical organization 29 of the kinase domain that facilitates the orthogonal evolution of regulatory inputs and substrate 30 outputs while maintaining catalytic function. Three quasi-independent functional units in the 31 kinase domain (known as protein sectors) encode for catalysis, substrate specificity and 32 regulation, and these distinct subdomains are differentially exploited by somatic cancer 33 mutations and harnessed by allosteric inhibitors. We propose that this functional architecture 34 endows the kinase domain with inherent regulatory plasticity. The ability of cells to specifically respond to a wide variety of environmental cues is made 38 possible by the capacity of signaling proteins to form both insulated and overlapping 39 information-processing networks. Protein kinases are critical nodes in these networks due to 40 their ability to transmit a major signaling currency -phosphorylation -that can modify the 41 activity, localization, interactions, stability and other functions of their substrate proteins [1] [2] [3] [4] . As 42 such, kinases have diversified into more than 540 distinct proteins within the human proteome 2 . 43 While by definition all kinases share the core function of phosphorylating substrates, the evident 44 specificity of signaling pathways indicates that kinases have evolved divergent substrate 45 recognition capabilities and regulatory mechanisms. How these evolving kinase domain family 46 members accomplished the balancing act of maintaining catalytic function while accommodating 47 a diverse range of novel substrates and regulatory inputs remains a mystery. 48 49 Three features of protein kinases make solving this mystery particularly worthwhile. First, the 50 kinase domain is the domain most often found encoded in cancer genes 5 . Second, there 51 remains a major unmet need to develop allosteric drugs that perturb specific kinases. These 52 drugs will have to take advantage of differences in substrate specificity and regulation rather 53 than acting as ATP mimetics, which often results in off-target effects 4, 6, 7 . Finally, from a synthetic 54 biology perspective, the kinase domain represents a highly plastic molecular machine that 55 should be able to be programmed to dynamically convert a broad range of molecular inputs to a 56 diverse array of orthogonal outputs [8] [9] [10] . different species ranging from Homo sapiens to Giardia, and aligned using the alignment of 89 human kinase domains as a reference (Table S1, see methods). SCA performed on the entire 90 collection of aligned sequences identified five independent components in the kinase domain 91 that collapse to three distinct sectors, herein referred to as the red, green and blue sectors 92 ( Figure 1B) . CCA revealed that the three sectors identified in the kinome-wide alignment are all 93 present in every kinase subgroup ( Figure 1B) . However, importantly, CCA revealed critical 94 differences in the subsets of the residues that form the sectors and in the degree of 95 conservation of the sectors among the seven different kinase subgroups ( Figure 1B -C, Figure 96 S1 and Table S2 ). Indeed, while the red sector is compositionally conserved, meaning that the 97 same residues largely comprise the red sector in all subgroups, the green and blue sectors 98 show progressively less compositional conservation ( Figure 1C -D). To investigate potential 99 evolutionary differences between the three protein sectors, we estimated the number of 100 nonsynonymous substitutions that occurred in residues forming the different protein sectors 101 ( Figure 1E and methods) 13 . The significantly different number of nonsynonymous substitutions 102 estimated for the three sectors suggests that they are distinct evolving units resulting from 103 diverging evolutionary pressures. 104 
105
The red sector includes the conserved catalytic core of the kinase domain 106 The red sector encompasses known kinase architectural determinants that are important for 107 catalytic transfer of phosphate from ATP to a substrate hydroxyl group (Figure 2A and Figure   108 S2). These determinants include glycine residues in the P-loop, the DFG and APE motifs that 109 delimit the activation segment, the catalytic loop HRD motif and parts of the catalytic and 110 regulatory spines [1] [2] [3] 14, 15 in addition to other residues that co-evolve with them and whose direct 111 contribution to catalytic function has been less well recognized. Indeed, consistent with the core 112 function of this sector, we observed a direct correlation between primary sequence conservation 113 of a given residue and its contribution to the red sector (Pearson's correlation of 0.79, Figure   114 6 2B); a direct correlation that was not present for other sectors ( Figure S2 ). The observation that 115 specific core residues involved in catalysis were contained in the red sector, however, was 116 perplexing, since strictly conserved residues that do not show co-variation with other amino 117 acids should be invisible upon SCA and CCA analysis. Therefore, to clarify this and identify 118 which specific kinases drove the identification of this sector, singular value decomposition (SVD) 119 was performed. SVD analysis revealed a group of known catalytically-impaired pseudo-120 kinases 16 as those that presented sequence variations in the red sector ( Figure 2C ). Taken 121 together, these results suggest that the red sector represents coupled residues that delineate 122 the deeply conserved catalytic core of the kinase domain. 123 124 Green sector composition determines substrate specificity 125 The green sector displays intermediate compositional conservation (Figure1D) . The green 126 sector is formed by residues that line and bracket the substrate binding site, and includes known 127 determinants of substrate specificity such as the P+1 loop and residues downstream of the HRD 128 motif near the catalytic loop ( Figure 3A) 1, 3, 17 . Indeed, in several kinase-substrate co-crystal 129 structures, the green sector is the sector that makes the largest amount of direct substrate 130 contact, as illustrated by the structure of AKT/PKB in complex with GSK3 ( Figure 3B ) and the 131 structure of PKA in complex with PKI ( Figure S3 ). Further supporting a role in substrate 132 recognition and specificity, SVD revealed that the three independent components that make up 133 the green sector broadly separate kinases on the basis of their substrate specificity: tyrosine 134 kinases (TKs) are clearly separated from the rest of the kinome, which is comprised of 135 serine/threonine and dual-specificity kinases ( Figure 2C, 3C ). Moreover, SVD organized the 136 non-TK kinome along a substrate specificity gradient, ranging from the proline-directed CMGC 137 kinases toward basophilic-directed CAMK and AGC kinases ( Figure 3C , upper right and lower 138 left, respectively). As an orthogonal approach, we compared the KINspect score 17 -an 139 established metric to quantify the likelihood that a residue has a role in substrate specificity -for 140 each green sector residue across the kinase domain to the score for all non-green sector 141 residues. Green sector residues showed a significantly higher KINspect score than non-green 142 sector residues (Mann Whitney U, p = 0.005, Figure 3D ). Taken together, these results suggest 143 that the green sector is composed of coupled residues with functional roles in substrate 144 recognition and specificity.
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The blue sector is poised to receive regulatory inputs 147 The most highly divergent sector between subgroups, the blue sector, appears to connect the 148 active site and residues in the red and green sectors with more peripheral sites at the surface of 149 the kinase domain ( Figure 4A ). This topology naturally suggests a role in transmitting regulatory 150 inputs. Indeed, we found clear examples where regulatory interactions occur preferentially with 151 blue sector sites, such as an allosteric binding site on the yeast MAPK Fus3 for the scaffold 152 protein Ste5 ( Figure 4A -C) or the binding site on CDK2 for cyclin A ( Figure S4 ). Taken together, 153 this architectural and anecdotal evidence suggests that the blue sector is well poised to receive 154 regulatory inputs; a hypothesis that we subsequently tested experimentally. To investigate the functionality of the blue sector experimentally, we performed a 158 comprehensive mutational analysis on Fus3 and employed quantitative activity assays in live 159 cells. Fus3 is specifically activated in response to mating pheromone (α factor) and coordinates 160 cell cycle arrest with the transcriptional and morphological responses required for mating [18] [19] [20] . 161 We alanine scanned all 49 residues comprising the blue sector along with 49 non-sector 162 positions evenly distributed along the Fus3 primary sequence. We genetically integrated each of 163 these mutants as the only copy of Fus3 in the genome and assayed for Fus3 activity in 164 response to different concentrations of α factor using a fluorescent reporter of the mating 165 pathway ( Figure 4C ). In our strain background, reporter output depends strictly on Fus3, and 166 8 wild type Fus3 (WT) produces a graded α factor dose response ( Figure 4C ). In this assay, 3/49 167 non-sector mutants were distinguishable from WT (1 loss-of-function (LoF) and 2 gain-of-168 function (GoF) phenotypes) ( Figure 4D ), as defined by being statistically different in at least two 169 doses of mating pheromone. By contrast, 20/49 of the blue sector mutants had altered activity 170 compared to WT (17 LoF, 3 GoF), revealing a significant enrichment of functional sites in the 171 blue sector (Fisher's test, p = 2.09E-8, Figure 4D , E).
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Blue sector mutants phenocopy disrupted allosteric regulation 174 The functionality of the blue sector suggests that it may be a conduit for regulatory inputs. If 175 natural regulatory interactions evolved to exploit the blue sector, then specific blue sector 176 mutations should phenocopy the disruption of cognate regulation. To test this, we repurposed 177 our GoF Fus3 mutants and performed additional functional assays. In addition to being 178 regulated by its upstream MAPKK through canonical activation loop phosphorylation, Fus3 is 179 regulated allosterically -both positively and negatively -by the scaffold protein Ste5 18-21 . These 180 dual modes of allosteric regulation allow the cell to simultaneously achieve a graded 181 transcriptional response and a switch-like morphological response as a function of α factor 182 concentration ( Figure 4C ). The feedback domain (FBD) on Ste5 mediates the negative 183 regulation of Fus3 required for the switch-like morphological transition that leads to formation of 184 the mating projection, or "shmoo" 21 . As such, disruption of the FBD results in graded shmooing 185 across a dose response of α factor ( Figure 4F ) 21 . We hypothesized that some of the GoF Fus3 186 blue sector mutants may have lost the ability to be negatively regulated by Ste5. Consistent with 187 this idea, while both of the non-sector GoF mutants retained switch-like shmoo responses, 2/3 188 of the blue sector GoF mutants showed graded shmooing ( Figure 4F , G). Thus, mutation of blue 189 sector residues recapitulated a phenotype associated with impaired allosteric regulation. 190 CCA not only validated the presence of the red, green and blue sectors in each of the kinase 193 subgroups, it also indicated that there are potentially important differences in the composition of 194 the protein sector among the subgroups. In other words, whereas some sector sites are shared 195 by several or all kinase subgroups, others are subgroup-specific ( Figure 1C ). We hypothesized 196 that these subgroup-specific sector residues, or "private" sites, would be enriched for 197 functionality in members of the subgroup in question but not in out-groups. To test this, we first 198 identified AGC and CMGC kinases as the two subgroups predicted to be the most functionally 199 divergent ( Figure 5A and S5). SVD revealed that the dissimilarity between AGC and CMGC 200 sector composition was largely driven by eight AGC-specific private sector sites that are non-201 sector sites in CMGC kinases ( Figure 5B ).
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To experimentally test these AGC-specific sites, we performed mutational analysis on Pkc1, an 204 essential AGC kinase in yeast (homolog of protein kinase C) required for cell wall integrity, and 205 on Hog1, a CMGC kinase (yeast homolog of p38) required for adaptation to hyper-osmotic 206 stress ( Figure 5C ). Mutation of 4/8 private AGC sector sites on Pkc1 resulted in phenotypic 207 differences compared to wild type: two of the sites were essential for viability while two others 208 altered levels of a fluorescent reporter upon exposure to the cell wall stressor zymolyase (Figure 209 5D). In contrast to Pkc1, Hog1 tolerated mutations at all 8 AGC-specific sector sites without 210 altered induction of a fluorescent reporter upon addition of sorbitol ( Figure 5D ). By contrast, 211 Hog1 cannot tolerate a red sector mutation ( Figure 5D ). Importantly, despite failing to 212 complement for loss of wild type Pkc1, the two inviable mutant proteins were expressed to wild 213 type levels and properly localized when co-expressed with wild type Pkc1 ( Figure 5E ). These 214 results demonstrate that the private AGC sector residues are specifically and significantly 215 enriched for functionality in an AGC kinase (Fisher's test, p = 0.038), validating the CCA 216 predictions ( Figure 5F ). Finally, we assessed the relevance of kinase sectors to human disease ( Figure 6 ). Since 221 kinases are key targets of cancer mutations and therapeutic inhibitors 4 , we cross-referenced the 222 sector positions against known somatic cancer mutations (Table S3 ). After mapping 1,515,599 223 cancer somatic mutations onto canonical proteins, of which 14,860 mapped onto 13,152 sites 224 within kinase domains, we observed a significant enrichment for cancer mutations at red sector 225 sites (Wilcoxon test, p = 2.4E-4, Figure 6B and methods section). Given that red sector residues 226 comprise the catalytic core of the kinase domain and would thus be predicted to impair 227 catalysis, we were surprised to discover red sector mutations not only in tumor suppressors, but 228 also in kinase oncogenes such as B-Raf and EGFR ( Figure 6C , D). Importantly, in addition to 229 mutations involving residues with well-established functions in catalysis (i.e. the DFG motif and 230 Gly-rich loop), this mapping of cancer-associated mutations onto the red sector positions 231 indicates potentially important roles for additional residues that have not been previously 232 implicated in catalytic function. Moreover, in addition to these red sector somatic mutations, we 233 found that allosteric inhibitors of Abl bind at blue sector surface positions, underscoring the 234 regulatory function of the blue sector ( Figure 6E ). Thus, distinct kinase sectors seem to be 235 exploited by mutations that promote cancer and by small molecule allosteric inhibitors used to 236 control it. The discovery of distinctly folded domains in proteins led to the interpretation that domains 240 represent units of evolution and function 22,23 . However, it has become clear that there is a large 241 degree of functional and evolutionary heterogeneity among the residues that form a domain. 242 Here we found that the kinase domain is organized in a functional hierarchy that allows a deeply 243 conserved catalytic function to be differentially deployed over evolution to act on distinct sets of 244 substrates and respond to specific regulatory inputs. By formally defining sets of residues likely 245 to encode each of these molecular functionalities using CCA, it becomes tractable to study how 246 these functions may have evolved, or are perturbed in diseases such as cancer (Figures 6) . 247 248 The residues contributing to the catalytic core of the kinase domain -the red sector sites -are 249 limited in their ability to evolve due to their fundamental importance. Consequently, the red 250 sector is characterized by a high degree of residue conservation and a resulting low degree of 251 evolution. By contrast, the green sector is formed by residues involved in the recognition of the 252 substrate peptide, a molecular function that must -and indeed does -allow plasticity between 253 kinase subgroups to accommodate varied substrates. Finally, the blue sector presents the 254 widest degree of plasticity and divergence between kinase groups, consistent with different 255 kinases evolving divergent regulatory mechanisms. Accordingly, disease mutations can 256 inactivate a kinase via the red sector, but perhaps more sinisterly, could alter substrate 257 specificity or regulatory inputs to subvert and reroute signaling. There are two notable exceptions to the rule that the red sector is invariant. First, tyrosine 260 kinases represent a functionally divergent subgroup, at least in part driven by their capacity to 261 phosphorylate tyrosine residues instead of serine and/or threonine residues. While the red 262 sector appears to be well defined and compact in all other kinase subgroups, tyrosine kinases 263 present large divergence in all sectors including the red sector. Second, pseudo-kinases also 264 show divergence in the red sector where they have accumulated mutations leading to their 265 impaired catalytic ability. Thus, these exceptions can be easily interpreted and ultimately serve 266 to further support the notion that the red sector drives catalysis. The formal, data-driven definition of functional residues presented here enables us to predict the 295 functionality of cancer-associated mutations. We observed enrichment in the number of 296 mutations that perturb red sector sites -not only in tumor-suppressor kinases but also in 297 oncogenes ( Figure 6C , D). While initially counterintuitive, this finding suggests that there may be 298 more examples of inactivating mutations leading to roles in trans-activation as has been 299 reported for certain B-Raf mutations [24] [25] [26] [27] . Finally, it is exciting to consider that the blue sector 300 residues that we have implicated in kinase regulation appear to serve as portals for allosteric 301 inhibitors ( Figure 6E ). Targeting blue sector surface sites may lead to the development of next-302 generation allosteric modulators. 1912-1934 (2002 
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A -Conceptual representation of amino acid residues driving specific molecular functions 412 allows the distinction between those residues involved in "core" functions (such as 413 catalysis, shown in red), which will be highly conserved in all instances of that domain, 414 and those residues involved in "complementary" functions (like regulation, shown in blue), 415 with higher freedom to evolve. and second independent components, as described in Figure 1B Table S5 . Yeast strains used in this study. canonical representative structure and following the steps described in the SCA section above, 695 we calculated coupling matrices for each kinase group separately. Once coupling matrices were 696 calculated for the different kinase groups, they were mapped back to the representative 697 structure that covered the largest number of residues within the kinase domain, namely ERK2
(PDB: 4QTE) 36 . By cross-comparing with the sectors identified in the kinome-wide analysis and 699 other groups, we predicted in silico functional similarities and differences between the kinase 700 groups. Finally, we quantified the degree to which a residue predicted to be of one sector in one 701 kinase group tended to encode the same sector in other kinase groups and used the median The solvent exposure of every residue in the kinase domain is calculated using the UCSF 726 Chimera package 32 in the presence and absence of the substrate peptide or kinase regulator. 727 In-house python scripts subsequently compare the solvent exposure calculated for both 728 situations and calculate the area that is buried by the peptide or regulator in residues that form 729 the red, green or blue sectors. In order to define sectors for all protein kinases of all groups, using the kinome-wide alignment, 753 the sector sites identified in the group representative kinases were mapped to the 754 corresponding residues of all the other kinases within the groups. The kinase domain residues 755 that in the kinome-wide alignment did not map to any residues of the corresponding group Yeast strains and plasmids 767 Yeast strains and plasmids used in this work are described in Supplementary Tables 2 and 3,   768 respectively. All strains are in the W303 genetic background. Gene deletions were performed 769 by one-step PCR as described 42 . All mutants were integrated into yeast genome as a single 770 copy expressed from their endogenous promoter.
772
Site-directed mutagenesis 773 Site-directed mutagenesis was performed with QuickChange according to the manufacturer's 774 directions (Agilent).
775
Cell growth and treatment with α factor 777 All cells were grown in synthetic complete media with dextrose (SDC). Three single colonies 778 from each strain bearing the AGA1pr-YFP reporter were inoculated in 1 ml SDC in 2 ml 96-well 779 deep well plates and serially diluted 1:5 three times. Plates were incubated overnight at 30ºC. 780 In the morning cells from the row that had been diluted 1:25 were typically found to have OD 600 781 ~0.5. These cells were diluted 1:5 in 4 rows of a 96 well U-bottom micro-titer plate in a total 782 volume of 180 µl and incubated for 1 hour at 30ºC. In each row, cells were treated with different 783 concentrations of α factor: 0, 0.01, 0.1 and 1 µM (10x stocks of α factor were prepared and 20 µl 784 were added to 180 µl cells S29A T35A I41A K43A R58A A23G Q14A
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